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ABSTRACT

In this thesis an algor.ithnr which finds a passive two-port model for an ac system has

been developed and implemented in Pascal. This two-port model takes into account the

cross coupling between ports 1 and 2 through the ac system âttd ensures that the two-port

model is passive. The algorithm consists of two parts: In the first part a positive real

mahix approxin'ìation (PRMA) is found to ensure the possibility of passive realization, and

in the seconcl part a two-port synthesis procedure which can handle three kinds of two-port

structure is used for the synthesis of the PRMA.

A const¡ucted example and the data ftom an existing system have been used to test this

method. The results a¡e found to be acceptable within a reasonable degree of accuracy.

For the PRMA, the accuracy for one of the open-circuit driving-point impedances is

especially goocl. The accuracy of the two-pol't realization is very good. The frecluency

response of the realized network and that obtained from the approximation result are very

close. Hence, the developed method is effective and practical.
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INTRODUCTION

An ac network to which a dc netwolk is to be connected at ports 1 and 2 is shown in

Figure 1.1. In reality ports 1 and2 are 3-phase buses, but in this fomrulation only a single

phase representation is shown. During the simulation stage, this derived equivalent

network is repeated, once for every phase. Note that this does not properly account for

inter-phase coLrpling, but this cau be rer¡edied by a refinement of the procedure. It is

assumed that frequency response test resrìlts are available for the ac network that relates Vt,

V2to 11 , 12 over a given range of freqttencies (including cross coupling, i.e. Vtllz etc.).

Figure 1.1 : An ac System with Proposed dc Tie

In order to study the interconnection of the dc network and the ac system on a digital

simr.rlation progranr or on an analog cor-nputer, a simple model of the ac network is

required. Traditionally, the approach has been to model the ac network in the form of a

sinple 3rd or 4th order Thévenin representation [1] as indicated in Figure 1.2. This

however does not reflect the cross coupling ofports 1 and 2 tluough the ac system,



E2E1 + +I') dc '| '!ô

\-

FigLrre 1.2 : Two 1-Port Equivalents

A formnlation as in Figure 1.3, where the impedance is modelled as a two-port

impedance of the desiled order (selected by the user of the progran) is proposed. In this

formulation the two po¡ts ¿ue connected via the dc system as well as the ac system.

Et
Figure 1.3

Ez
Proposed Two-Port Formulation

Some work has been reported in the literature, Van Que Do [2], for a multi-port equivalent

network, However, the multi-port equivalent network is not guaranteed to be positive real.

In order to yield a passive network which contains only Ãs, l,s, Cs and ideal transformers,

a positive real nratrix approximation (PRMA) algorithm is required.

The purpose of this thesis is to develop and irnplement a positive ¡eal lnatrix

approximation (PRMA) algorithm and then synthesize this approximation as a passive

network which contains only Rs, ts, Cs and ideal transformers.

Two-Port Network



In order to have a bettèr understanding of the whole process, Chapter 2 provides some

backgr.ound olì two-polt represetìtations. The organization of Chapter 3 closely follows

the PRMA algorithm with a flowcha¡t given at the etrd. Since the realizatiorr is not unique,

different network structure are possible. Three kinds of network strtlctures are discussed

in Chapter 4. The zero-finding routine and the interpolation procedures used in this úesis

will not be discussed in detail. References to these are given as recluired. Finally, the

¡esults for a constructed example and for an existing systen are presented;

recommendations for further work are also given.



II TWO-PORT NETWORK REPRBSENTATION

In this chapter mahices with rational function entries are used as the representation of a

passive and reciprocal two-port netwo¡k. It is important and necessary to discuss some of

the characteristics and notations of this matrix reprcsentatiort in this chapter.

2,1 MATRIX RBPRESENTATION

A passive and reciprocal two-po¡t network shown in Figure 2.1 can be represented by a

open-circuit impedance matrix, Z, or a short-circuit admittance matrix, Y.

Figure 2.1 : A Passive and Reciprocal Two-Port Netwolk

The open-circuit irnpedzurce matrix is given as

, = l2:: 7:11

and its individual parameters are def,ured by

(2.r)

- Vtl
" Itllz=o

zr, =Ylt2 llt = 0

,r, =?lr, 
= o

TWO-PORT

NETWORK

(2.2)



- Vnl
L22 = -:lt2 llt = 0

Since this is a reciprocal network,212 is equal to 22l.

Now, let Zr¿ (a,b =1,2) be one of the pararneters of the open-circuit impedance matrix

and Zo¡ is represented by a rational function as shown in (2.3)

By taking d as the common denominator, the open-circr.rit impedance mah'ix is ¡ewritten as

z = +ltxnthzl e.4)
d. Lnx tLzzl

i,e. d, n.n, I't.p, 11.21, and I'122 are polynomial in the compex freqr.rency variables s.

Another important property of the open-circuit impedance matrix above is the divisibility

property which is stated as Equation (2.5) with the proof given in Appenclix A.

t'L1l't22 - l'tpt'121 = I't' d, Q.5)

Equation (2.5) will serve as an inrportant ploperty between open-circuit irnpedance matrix

and short-circuit admittance matrix transformation which will be discussed later in this

section.

- - 
IXot.ob- 
V

(2.3)

The shorrci¡cuit admittance matrix of the network shown in Figure 2.i is given as

y_fytr yr2 
I

L Y2t Y22 )

and its individual parzuletels are defined by

(2.6)



I' I)Lt-vtlvr=o

.,.^: Llr Lz vzlvr = o
(2.7)

I" I

Y21 = ::-lvtlVz = 0

t^ I

v22 -- +lv2lVt = O

Again,yg is equal to y21for the reciprocal nature of the netwo¡k.

Similarly, let ynb(a,b = 1,2) be one of the parameters of the short-circuit admittance

matrix and )d¿, is represented by a rational function as shown in (2.8).

lab = (2.8)

By taking 12 as the common denominator, the short-circuit admittance matrix, Equation

(2.5), is rewritten as

1 f nl't I?'1,.> 1lt Ir - -' | (2.9)lL I nlzt filzz L

Similarly, the divisibility property of the short-circuit aclmittance matrix is stated as

Ec¡ration (2.10).

t1't¡rlt22 - l'ttpl\L21 = 11. d. (2.10)

There is no contradiction in the use of the same d. and I't. in (2.5), (2.8),(2.g) and (2.10).

This is also due to the úansformation property between operì-circuit impedance matrix and

shorrcircuit admittance ulatrix, which is to be discussed lìext.

I',lxot
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The transfom.ration between open-circuit impedance naÍix and shott-circuit admittance

marix is given by Kuo [3] as the inverses of each other provided they exist, that is,

y = Z-r and Z=Y'l (2.rr)

By taking the inverse of the open-circuit irnpedance matrix, (2.4), with the use of (2.8),

gives

(2.12\

which is eclual to (2.4) with

Í|'L tt = llzz

l'l'Ip = -l'l'¡2

/1'l'21 = - I'121

l'l'lzz = I'l' t t

(2.1.3)

Simila:ly, the inverse of short-circuit admittance matrix, (2.9), wit

1,=

which is equal to (2.9) with

l1y1 = /l'122

l'l'p = -71'112

IX21 = -I'l'l'2y

I'122 = l)'111

7

(2. 1s)

. lt thl -Ihz
Y= 7,-t =Llt,t | _n^ fttt

y-r= 1l 11122 -'7t'1
d L -ntz, nttt -)

h the use of (2.10) gives

(2.14)



In order to simplify the notation, an immitance nratrix, T, which can rep¡esent both open

circuit impedance matrix and short-circuit admittance mafix is defined as

T= (2.r6)

and its inverse as

.r_r _ 1 l- l'Lzz -tXn

| -,t^ r'trt
(2.11)

11'¡yt'122 - tX nIX2r = ft d (2. l8)

In this dresis, (2.16), (2.17) and (2.18) will be used as standard norarion for the open-

circuit impedance natrix and the sltort-cilcuit admittance matrix.

All elements of the above are rational functions with a common denominator, d. eny

of these elements can be expressed as

I l nn ntzl
d. lnrrn'")

,, x"'ll(' - '')llob _ i=l

u IIG -p)
j =t a,b =1,2 (2.19)

where Ç¡ is the constant factor, zi ãt1d pj ale the zeros and poles of the rational function.

The degree of the numerator !¡' is assumed to be one less than the delìominator.



2.2 POSITIVE REAL NATURE

One of the most important properties of a passive reciprocal netwo¡k is the positive real

nature of its immitance matrix, Vice versa, the suff,icient condition for a inmitance matrix

to be realizable is that it be positive real. For a given immitance matrix, T, as in (2. 16), the

necessary and sufficient conditions for it to be positive real are given by Cauer[4] and

Baher[S] and zu'e stated as follow:

T(s ) is real when s is ¡eal

t'L¡¡(s¡+dþ) G =1,2)

The real even polynornials

EII;(s ) = tt¡¡g )dQ ) + txii6 )d(s ) (i = t,2 )

are non-negative along the entireTrrraxis, that is

Ê-n¡¡ (a2) = ER¡¡(io¡) > o V o¡ (--lar (o")

(d) The real even polynomial

BER(s ) = ERrr(s )ER22g ) - ERpg )8R21(s )

is non-negative along the entirelo.l -axis, that is

6È-n6z¡=BER(jrl)>o Va (--(artoo)

The above conditions fomr a convient basis for testing a matrix for positive real cha¡acter.

Condition (a) is easily checked by ascertaining that all elements in T are ¡ational functions

with all ¡eal coeffìcients or with real constant factors and poles (zeros) real or in conjugate

pairs. condition (b) is satisfied if there is no positive real part zero or pure inraginary zero

for that polynomial. conditions (c) and (d) can be checked by the same method as long as

¡eal even polynomials are found. There are only three kinds of facto¡s a real even

polynomial can have. Factors co¡responding to complex zeros must be of the forrn

(o ¿ + p ¿)(a ¿ + [ z) in order to preserve the realness of the polynomial coefficients.

These factors cornbine to form terms which a|e positive for all a¡. Factors of the form

(a2 + a 2¡, where a is real, are definitely positive fo¡ all ar. Factors of the form

(a)

(b)

(c)

are strictly Hurwitz



(az - s2¡, where ø is real, are the only kind that can be negative (for az < a 2), unless

they appear with even multiplicity. In short, conditions (c) and (b) can be checked by

ascertaining that there is no non-negative odd multiplicity zero in the real even pol)'nomial.

If conditions (a), (b) and (c) are applied to a rational function alone instead of a matrix, the

¡ational functio¡r is called a positive real function if it satisfies all three conditions.

10



III THE PRMA ALGORITI{M

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Given a set of open-circuit impedance matrix frequency response data for a passive

reciprocal network, a positive real matrix approximation is obtained using the PRMA

algorithm. According to Weinberg 16l, a2X 2 synunetric open-circuit impedance matrix is

realizable by a two-port network (containing Rs, Ls, Cs, and ideal transformers) if and

only if it is a positive real matrix. Thus without a positive real matrix approxinration

(PRMA), no passive network which contains Rs,l,s, Cs, and ideal transformers can be

rcalized. A PRMA algorithm has been developed and it basically consists of four parts.

They are

(a) Positive real approximation (PRA) of l?22 / d 1or tl¡ t d ¡

(b) Positive real approximation (PRA) of l?11 þr lX2) with d frorn (a)

(c) Polynomial interpolation for l?12

(d) Positive real maÍix approximatiolr

The polynomial s t't.11, t'122, llp anð. d. fro part (a) to (c) provide a good stzuting point

for the approxirnation in paft (d). The choice for wor*ing on the approximation of l't22 / d.

first instead of I1a1 / d. is zu'bitrary. The¡e is no specific prefercnce for one over the other.

The given set of open-circuit impedance mauix frequency response test results are required

to satisfy the positive real criteria. This can easily be verifled by checking if all Zy or 222

data have a positive real part and the product of the real prt ol 211 and 222 minus the

product of the real patt of Zp and 221 at each corresponding frequency is greater than or

equal to zero.

3.2 POSTTTVE REAL APPROXTMATION OF tX22/d

As seen in Section 2,2, one of the basic rec¡rirements fo¡ the open-circuit impedance

matrix to be positive real is that t1.22 / Cl must be a positive real funcrion. For a given set

ll



of frequency response data lor 222 , 222 can be found by rational interpolation, however,

the positive real condition is not guaranteed. Fo¡ster and Unbehauen [7] provide an idea

which is more likely to give a positive real solution. Let G22g) be the even part of 222,

such that

Gz2(s ) = +lz2zg ) + z22g )l

crr(' ) =*lnzz(s ) d Gs ) + ttzz(s ld ø tlt d (s )d Gs )

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3 )

(3.4)

If Gzzg) can be written in the form

where dls¡ is a monic real Hurwitz polynomial of degree n and g 22g) is a real

polynomial of degree iz ,0 < m < n , then Z22g) is uniquely specified to within a series

lossless impedance, and has all its poles in Re[s] < 0 satisfing GzzÇ a) >_ 0 and therefore
must be positive real. For s = j@ , G22is an even function and can be rewritten as a

function of -s2, such that

.1 , ^.r\ _ î{zz(s z)
tJ22\-J')

D 1-sz¡

where N 22(s2) and lD (-s2) represent the numerato¡ and denominator of G22(s2)

fespectively.

In orde¡ to have a unique determination of G22 (sz), a set ofr¿ +n +l interpolation

points ({-s¿2}; and the corresponding set of frequency response values ({G22(-sl¡¡¡ arc

required fo¡ the rational interpolation. As suggested by Mr. G. Mazur, the choice of points

should be focussed on the harmonics. The ¡eason fo¡ this is that acculacy at the harmonic

points is very important in power systems. The lower the orde¡ of the ha¡monics, the

more the important they are. In this project, the priority for choosing points is from low



ha¡monic to high harmonic. If the number of points required is more than the number of

harmonic points available in the given set, then the rest of the points are chosen with

preference for exterma of the response data. As mentioned in the beginning, the rational

interpolation process is outside the scope of this thesis. For details on rarional interpolation

refer J.M.H.Williamsom [8] or K. Chen t9l. Now let G22(sz) be rhe outpur of the

rational interpolation such that

Gzz(s 2)
A22fl ç.sz - ai)

- i=\

- þ¡)

with A22 the constant, ø¡ the zeros and B; the poles with

zeros are identical, a lower order approxirnation Gzzwjll

ô22 is assumed to have no common factor hereafter. A

found if G22 can be written in the form (3.3). There are

cannot be written in the form of (3.3). They are

(3. s)

respect to -s2. If any poles and

be obtained after cancellation.

positive real 222 can only be

three possible cases when ô22

fI c"

a) 422 is negarive

b) Any ø¡ is positive

c) Any B¡ is positive

If any of these happens, the polarity sign of thar parameter will be changed and the

resulting rational function is denoted as Grz. õzzis used as a starting point of a simplex

Penalty Method for another approximation. The simplex penalty Method is discussed in

Section 3.2.1.

3,2.1 SIMPLEX PENALTY METHOD

For a given set of frequency response vahes, { G22 ( -tÐJ, k = 1 to M and an initial

approxirnation of õ22,1et the objective function be dehned as

13



X = {Azz, d 7, ..., (xr , Re (a, *1), Int (a, *1), Re (a, s), Int (a, s), ..., Re (a^-),

Int (a^-), þr ..,, þ,, Re (þ' ,ù, Im (þ,,), Re (þ, *ù, Im (B¡ 4), ..., Re (þn-ù, Im (þ^ )]

where 422 is ¡eal, ¡ is the number of real zeros and ¡ is the number of real poles. The

complex poles or zeros must appear as conjugate pairs, therefore the real and imaginary

parts of one complex pole or zero are good enongh to rcpresent one complex conjugate pole

or zero. The nr.rmber of dependent va¡iables of/ (X) is ec1ual to m +n + 1.

In order to find the best approximatiott of G22, the minimum offlX) has to be found.

However there is a limit to the variation of the elements of X, which means the minimum

of/(X) may coffespond to a G22 approximation which cannot give a positive r eal 222. To

find the minimum of /(X) without violating the positive real requirement of 222 is a.

const¡ained optimization problem. Rao [10] suggests using the penalty function method to

solve this problem. The penalty function is generally taken as

-

f (x) = ^/ Llcrr(-'?) - Gzz( s?)12

where X is the set of poles, zeros arrd constant of õ22. Since poies

(3.2) can be real or complex, X can be written as

P (x,rk)=/(x) + ,rf y,1*¡y
j =1

(3.6)

and zeros of Equation

ß.7)

where r¿ is a positive penalty parameter, the exponent q is a nonnegative constallt, and the

funcrion (w; tXl ) is defined as

H/.¡ (X) if 17; (X) > 0 (constraint is violated ) 
1:.A)

0 if Wj (X) < 0 (constraint is satisfied)

14
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It can be seen from Equation (3.7) that the second temr increases P (X,r¡) in proportion to

the q th power of the amount by which the constraints are violated. In order to provide a

continuous derivative ofP, a value ofq >1 is assumed. Generally, the value ofq is chosen

as 2 in practical computation. Rao Ii 1] provides a detailed description for the choice of q

and r ¿ is a positive constant which increases as È , the number of iterations, increases.

That is r k1r k+t Thus, there will be a penalty for violating the constraints, and the

amount ofpenalty will increase at a faster rate as conrpared to the amount of violation ofthe

constraint. This is the reason why the forrnulation is called the penalty function method.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, there are three possible cases when õ 22 cannot be written

in the form of Equation (3.3). These conditions are treated as the building block for the

funcrion (f4lj (X) ) . Now, let G22 be given in the format of Equation (3.5), then (\al, (X) )

is defined as

(t/r(X))= -min (A22,01

(w26)l=.mat (a¡0)

(W,,11X¡¡=¡7aÍ Io,,g¡

(w,,21x¡¡=7n¡ü lBr,sl

/\
(tV,*,*r(X))= tnca \þt,01 ,@ =r +t +1) (3.9)

(14lj (X) ) is actually the magnitude of the violation of the I th constraint. By looking at

Equation (3.7) again, the penalty function is the evalnation of the objective function at X

plus r¿ times the summation of the sqLrare of the violated magnitudes. If the constraints are

l5



all satisfied, the penalty function is equal to the objective function. Witlì a proper choice of

11, the minimum of P gives a G22 approximation which corresponds to a positive real 222.

The techniqr.re for minimizing P is tbe simplex nethod. The basic idea in the simplex

method is to compare the penalty function al m +n +2 (dimension of X+1) vertices and

move the simplex gradually towards minimum during an iterative process. During every

iteration, the vertex having the highest penalty function value is replaced by a new vertex

having a lower objective function value. This movement of the simplex is achieved

through four basic operations: Reflection, Contraction, Expansion and Shrink.

Contraction, Expansion and Shrink are temporary steps to expedite convergence while

reflection of the simplex is the main tool. The iteration will go on until a minintum of P

which does not violate any constraint is found. Since the procedure of the simplex method

is rather tedious, the whole aìgorithm is desc¡ibed in Appendix B.

3.2.2 RBCOVERY OF tt zz I d

For a given Gzz, which is in the fotm of Equation (3.4) and (3.5) and for which it is

guaranteed tlrat it can be written in the form of Equation (3.3), t'122 and d' canbe recovered

as described irr the following paragraphs.

By looking at the factored form of the denominator of G22 in Equation (3.5), each

factor can be rewritten as

,, - þ¡ =(, -"1-þ,)1, "f- p,) (3.10)

Because É; is not positive, É; is either negative or complex. If B; is negative, the real

,"ro - "[- h is chosen since a stable system cannot have positive real poles. If p7 is

complex, there are two possible answe¡s for the square root of B; ; one has a positive real

part and the other has a negative real part. Again, the choice will be the one with a negative

l6



real part. A stable system has all its poles in the left half plane. In general, for a given

denominator of G22, such tlìat

Ð(-sz¡= lI (*, - pr) (3.11)
j=r

then

d(,) =ú f" -o;l , p j=^f- k ß.12)j= 1

with the choice of complex p; to be in the left halfof the complex plane. Equation (3.12) is

the result of the split of the denominator of G22 (- s 2 ) .

The determination of ï122 from G22 is more complicated than the split of G22 to obtain

d . From the basic definition of G22 (Equation (3.2)), Gzz can be rew¡itten as

G22\- s2\ -1lnzz$)d ç.s) + n".(-s)d (s)\ 
(3.13)' 2\ dç'ldt'l

By substituting with Equation (3.3) and (3.4), Equation (3.13) is restated as

Nzzls 2) _ tlnzzþ)d(-s) + nrz6)d(s)ì ,,,,,.,d(-ùdù=\w) \r't¿t)

Lets-p;,then

tlzzb ¡) = ,('?('î)\. \d(p ¡)l
(3.15)



For a given set of {p; J, with dimension n, the corresponding set ot {n22þ ¡)\ can Ue

determined by Equation (3.15). With this set of interpolation points, t'122þ ) wirh degree

n -l(= ¡¡¡ can be uniquely determined by polynornial interpolatiotl. (See J.M.H'

Williamson [12] for a detailed discussion of the polynomial interpolation process)

3.3 POSITM REAL APPROXIMATION OF l'l'tt

Another requirement for the open-circuit impedance matrix to be positive realis ltt / d'

must be a positive real rational function. The procedure of searching for a positive real

fltt / d is sirnilar but simpler than the one for l'122 / d'. Since the common denominator d

has already been found. Because all the conditions and equations which apply to |'Lzz I d

apply to lttt I d as well, most of thern can be rewritten just by changing the subscript

fron 22 to 1 1 wherever required.

Let G11 be the even part of Z¡, such that

c1¡(- s 2)- ivtr-(-'?)
:D (-sz)

(3. 16)

Since theD (-s z 
)tras already been detemrined in the last section, only ;Vrr (." 2 

) needs to

be determined. Ecluation (3.16) can be rewritten as

¡frl-r 2)=GrrDCs 2) (3.r7)

In order to have a unique determination of JY11(-s 2 
), a set of ttt +L ( lrl is equal to the

degree of j^lrr) interpolation points ({-s ? }) and its conesponding set of frequency response

uatu"s ({w1 1(-r¡2 )}) a.e ."quir"d for the polynomial interpolation. since G r r(- s ? ) is

given, and D (-s 2 )is known, the frequency response values can be found by nultiplying

G rt(- tt) and D fs 2 ) at the conesponding -r*2. with the same method of choosing

l8



ha¡monic points as mentioued in Section 3.2 and the use of polynomial interpolation, the

approximation of ff11 is written as Ñ, r(-, ' ), such that

Simila¡ to .Ñzz, there are some constraints for .l{11 so that G11 can be w¡itten in the form

;ryrr|r 2)= ¿ttlI (t,-y,)
i= I

Gr r(s ) = 
glr(s )g-r(-s )' d (s)d. (-s)

m
f (x)=^/ ) I ¡rtt(-'?)-ry" (-'?)1"

k=l

fo

(3. 18)

(3.1e)

(3.20)

where d(s) is known and found to be a monic real Hurwitz polynomial of degree n . The

only two possible conditions of .Ñ11 for which G11 cannot be written in the form of

Equation (3.19) are

a) A 11 negative, and

b) any y¡ positive.

In any of the above cases , the polarity of that parameter will be changed and the new

polynomial denoted as .ff 1 1. jV1 
1 is used as a starting point for the simplex penalty method

for an improved approximation.

A discussion of the simplex penalty rnethod has already been given in Section 3.2.1.

Only the objective function, the parameter vector X and the function (W; (X) have to be

defined for this case. Here/(X) is redefined as

with



X = {Arr, T t, ........7,, Re (y, ¡1), htt (T, rù, Re (y, s), htt (T, *ù,....

...Re (T ,,.ù, Im (y.ìj

where r is the numbe¡ of real zeros. The function (l4z¡ (X) in this case is defined as

(fvr(X))= -min (A¡,0)

(wúx))= max (r r0l

(w, 41X)) = max (y , ,0)

The number of X

\J 22,

The recovery

Equation (3.12).

(3.21)

parameters and the nunrber of constraints are fewer tharr in the case for

of l?11 is exactly the same as in the case of I'122, with a given d as in

Equation (3.22) is obtained simila¡ to Equation (3.15).

(3.22)

For a given set of (P j ) with dimension n , the corresponding set of {lx n(p j) } "on 
t"

determined by Equation (3.22). Wirh the set of inre¡polation points l?1(s ) with degree

n -L (= nt) can be uniquely determined by polynonúal interpolation.

3.4 POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLÄTION FOR tX12

The search for llpis comparatively easier than that for /?r1 and l'122. This is because

l'112 does not have to be positive ¡eal. However, lXp has ro satisfy the divisibility

condition Ec¡ration (2.5) of the open-circuit inrpeclance nìatlix. At the zeros, p¡, of d.,

Equation (2.5) can be rewritten as

rx,,(p¡) = \T#)
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n?z!,p ¡) = t'|n|1'zzþ j)

and

txnþ¡) = !{nnn.nþ-l (3.24)

For a given set of {P j } with dimension n , the coresponding set of {ru12þ ¡) ) can u"

determined by Equation (3.24). However, more than one set of value t {nrr(p ¡) ) can te

found. This is due to the different combinations of signs in Ecluation (3.24). The number

of combinations is equal to 2" 
- l, 

where k is the number of complex conjugate zero pairs in

d . Th" pr"r"n"e of complex conjugate zero pairs reduces the number of combinations. If

p; is one of the complex zeros, then Z, mLrst also be in the zero list. In order to make

no(F ¡) equal to the complex conjugate of 1Xy2þ i) (a basic requirernent fÕr polynonìial

interpolation to give a real polynomial), the choice of sign must be the same for a conjugate

zero pair. With these 2"'& sets of interpolation points, there are2"-k possible 1212(s)s

with degree n - I (= ¡n) that can be determined by polynomial intetpolation.

The method of determining which is the best l'ln apprcximation is by root-mean-

square effor comparison. The lX12 approximation which gives the lowest root-mean-

square en:or when compared with the given data set is taken as the best approximation of

Ixt z'

3.5 POSITIVE REAL MATRIX APPROXIMÄTION

Fronr a given set of initial approximate open-circuit impedance matrix palaneters which

satisfies conditions (a) to (c) in Section 2.2 and the divisibility condition of Equation

(3.24), the open-circuit impedance matrix is still not guaranteed to be positive real unless

condition (d) in Section 2.2 is also satisfied. A logical approach is to apply the simplex

penalty method to the whole open-circuit impedance nratrix. However, it is very

(3.23)



complicated to have all poles and zeros in the open-circuit impedance mauix involved in the

whole process. Experience has shown that the l'tzz I d approximation r.rsually gives a very

good fit to the given data.. The whole problem can be simplified by varying the zeros of

lL2 and l'1.11 alone. Due to the divisibility condition of Equation (3.24), rhe variation of

the zeros of 7l¡2is not independent of the variation of the ze¡os of l?11. The problem size

can be further ¡educed by varying the zeros of l'Lp only. The I'l¡ corresponding to a

given l'l¡2 can be found by using

and polynomial interpolation where p¡ is a zero ofd. Equation (3.25) is derived from

Equation (3.23) which satisfies the divisibility condition .

The use of the simplex penalty method reqì.rires the definition of an objective function,

the parameter vector X and the b¡acket function (f4lj (X) ). The objective function in this

case is defined as

txtípì=ffi

l--M--
f(x) =^1 lln,rtd (s¡)-zp(s¡)12

t= I

(3.25)

t J.¿o l

tT
- .r/ >ln,¡d 1, ù-ztí, ùl2

with



X = {f n,d t,........a,,Re(ø 7¡¡), Int(d,+),Re(a,4),lm(a,+t),....

...Re (a ,n-1), Int (a,nl]

where 212(s ¡) and Z1{s *) are the given data, and, t'L 11,I'L 12 and d are the

approximations. Krz is the constant factor of I'|,p, d,r ... dr are the ¡eal ze¡os of I,Ia2, and,

the rest are the real and imaginary parts of the complex zeros of l'lp. since the zeros of the

l'122 and d. are fixed, they are not included in the objective funcrion. Although the

parameters of ïl¡ arc not considered as variables inX, 11.¡ is included in the objective

function. This is because the accuracy of the fit of l?11 in the approximation is also

important, since l?11 and nr2 are related by the divisibiliry condition. For each set of X, a

corresponding l'l'11 can be found by using Equation (3.25) andpolynomial interpolation.

The construction of the function (w;(x) in this case is quite different fronr the previous

cases. The positive ¡eal condirion of the given t'lzz / d implies thar d is Hurwitz.

Weinberg [ 13] states ¡hat I'Ln / d is posirive ¡eal as long as d is Hurwitz and condition (c)

of Section 2.2 is satisfied. The va¡iation of X can only violate condition (c) for l,l¡t / d.

and (d) of the positive ¡eal c¡ite¡ion in a test for a positive real open-circuit impedance

matrix. Naturally, the structure of the function (w;(x) is based on rhese two conditions.

The function (W;(X) for condition (c) in t1¡ ld is defined, as rhe magnirude of the

sunmation of the'egativene (211ld ) minirna along the enti¡ejø -axis. In orde¡ ro

find all these mi'ima, rhe zeros of î'n11(a2) have to be determined by using rhe zero

finding algorithm discussed in J.M.H. williamson [14]. Since Ðí11 is the numerator of

the even part of II.t / d , zeros of ñ11 are also the zeros of rhe even part of ll.tt I d.. As

long as the Ennko2) value can be evaluated at all ¿.¡ , Eñrr(rr) can be uniquely

determined by the zero-finding routine. The condition is violated if any positive ø 2 zero of

odd multiplicity is found or the constant factor is negative. If only a negative constant

facto¡ with no positive ot2 zero is presenr, the magnitude of Re (211 t d<O¡) is rhe value
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of the function (l4zj (X ). If t o.l2positive ze¡os of odd multiplicity are found, then theTa.l -

axis from 0 tol oo yri11 be divided into i +1 sections. The polarity of the Re (/?11 t dçaù

at each section will be checked. The minimurn of each negative polality section is found by

applying the Golden Section Search [15] in that section. The value of the bracket function

is equal to the sum of the magnitudes of these minimums. A graphical illustration is shown

in Figure 3.1 .

Figure 3.1: ne(n n fd ) ""rtut¡ra

o)7,i = l,2,3,4, are the four positive a2 zeros of ER'11kt¡z). fn" minimums of

sections (0,0: t), (az,at), (a¡¿, -) are negative and -A and -B can be found by applying

the Golden Section Search in (0,ø r), (az,aù respectively. The value -C can be found

by using Golden Section Sea¡ch in (ot a,a ) where ar 5 is a value such that

^"(?øs))<n,(ffi(t*))

y(Tu'ù

24
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The bracket function value for this case is A+B+C.

The bracket function value determined by condition (d) is defined as the magnitude of

the summation of the negative minima of

(3.28)

along the entirefo - axis. In order to find all these minima, the zeros ot EÈft (ito2) hare

to be dete¡mined by the zero-finding algorithm. Since áEñ is the numerator of Equation

(3.28), the zeros ofáEñ are also tlìe zelos of Equation (3.28). The procedure for the rest

of the problem is the same as in tlie previous case.

The whole idea of the PRMA algorithm is summarized irt the flow chalt as shown in

FigLrre 3.2. The advantages of the PRMA algorithm are the following.

1) It is theoretically va1id.

2) It always gives a rcalizable matrix.

3) A lower order will be obtained if possible.

4) Optimization is used only where necessary.

5) It gives a very accutate fit for the real part of one of the driving-point

impedances of the open-circuit inrpedance mahix.

6) Weighting of the objective function is possibie in order to improve the fit

of the desired Z¡ at the important points.

The theory for the approximation of an open-circuit impedance matrix by the use of

PRMA algorithn has bqen developed ea¡lier in this chapter. The synthesis of the

approximated open-circuit impedance matrix is going to be discussed in the next chapter.

R (a,)=¡¿ (^o)*W) F,(-o)Y
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IV TWO.PORT SYNTHESIS

4.I INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of a two-port passive reciprocal network is an interesting blrt ¡ather

conrplicated problem. Various realizatiotr methods for certain netwotk structures or

immitance matrix structures have been suggested in the literature. However, there is no

unique realization procedure that has been developed so fa¡. Thus it is irrlpossible to

generate an algol'itlìm which can handle all two ports. Three kinds of two-pol't structure

will be consiclered in this project. The ladder structure will be discussed first. Parallel or

series ladder structures will be considered if an attempt to obtain a ladder structute fails.

Cauer''s partial fraction network structuÍe will be considered if all poles are real or

imaginary or both. The given open-circuit irlpedance matrix is rec|.rired to be a positive

¡eal mahix.

4.2 BASIC MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS

For a given operÌ-ckcuit impedance matrix with conìmon denominator, d', of degtee n

and all numerator entries with degree n -1, polynomial 12 has to be detemrined in order to

perform the ttansfolmation between the open-circuit inrpedance matrix and the short-circuit

adnrittance matrix (Equation (2.I2)). if the abscissas are the zeros, z¡ (i = 1,.., n -1)' of

t'I22, then the corresponding ordinates can be found by rewriting Equation (2.5) as

nþù=+þù (4.1)

The polynomial l? with degree n-2 cut be unicluely determined by polynomial interpolation.

Once l? is known, the transformation between the open-circuit inpedance matrix atrd

the short-circuit admittance matrix can be made by using Eqtration (2.12). After the

transformatiorl it would be convenient to keep the comrnon denominator motlic. This can
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be clone by dividing the constant factors of all parame ters (t1, d', l'1a1, l'1,22 and /?12) by the

constant factor of the new non-monic conìnon denominator. For every transformation in

the following, the above ¡escaling procedure is assltmed to have been canied out.

4.3 TWO.PORT LADDER SYNTHBSIS

Let the unknown two-port network in Figure 4.i represent the given positive real

immitance matrix T (either Z or Y) in Equation (4.2)

Figure 4.1 : Unknown Two-Port Network

(4.2)

t'l¡l't'22 - t'ta2t121 = I't d. (4.3)

An exfaction on port 2 as shown in Figure 4.2 can be represented by Equation (4.4) where

l fnttnt2f
| 

- 
-t 

I

d lttzt ttzz)



Fìgve 4.2: A Two-Port Extraction

T=Ta+T¡ (4.4)

Ts and T¡ are the immitance matrices ofthe rentaining and the extracted part, respectively,

4.3.I SYNTIIESIS WITH COMMON FÄCTOR

Assume a nontrivial greatest common fac¡or, €, among.l'L¡, t1,p and d,, and both Tu

and Tb are positive real matrices after the deconrposition of T. Then T can be rewritten as

with the left and rìght matrices as Ta and Tb respectively. Ecluation (4.5) is derived from

,=L11"1"1*+l o o 
I

dLíít2íí22) eLo nt-)

d =d e

t'11¡ -- íí¡ €

l'L¡2 = ñp e

(4.s)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

and a partial fraction expansion of

l'l'22 
=,a

- îírre ! ntã
ae,

lïzz . l1'I

7'u (4.e)



Having found 1'1X and. ñ22, the divisibility condition for T" can be verified. The

substitution of Ecluations (4.6), (4.'1), (4.8) and the numerator of the last written quotient

in Equation (4.9) into Ecluation (4.3) gives

I[ the only cornmon factorof d and € is a consta nr tlrcn ñ.11î122 - íî?zitdivisiable by

)u i t.e.

t_ _ _1\ -t_ * (îírrñrr-íí?r)
\tl11t'122- lLí2) = (LtX or n= 

T

and € divides t'L - ftLíitt. Also ñ is given by

n - n'tií,., = ñe o.r , -(tt - rlúín.}
\().J

1122 _1122 , y77

dedc

If thedegreeof /? zz @eg(1'Lzz))is one less than the deg(ã€ ), then

(4.10)

(4.1 1)

(4.12)

(4,13)

(4.14)

In the deconposition of T into T" + T t, d, íín and ííecan easily be found by using

Equations (4.6) ,(4.7), and (4.8) with a cancellation of 4. Then íí22 ar.Å l?? can l¡e found

by partial fraction expansion in Equation (4.9), namely Equation (4.14)

ftzzl ot 
'"ro(r) 

otã = ?l 
^, 

zero(s) orã
(4.1s)



ând

lftl 2t zero(s) of € (4.16)
ar zerc(s) of Q

witl't deg(d ) - deedízù = 1 anó. deg(€) - deg(nl =1. In this case íí22 and l1'l can be

found by polynomial interpolation with the use of Equations (4.15) and (4.16),

¡espectively, for the abscissa and ordinate points.

Ixzz I

- -tdl

If deeÚízz) is equal to or one highel tban rteglãe ¡, üten

IX"z :r.,, *ñr, * n'1.-T - l./ | ---=- | -v
Icle d.

(4.17)

wherep is a polynomial with

¿rs(P)
o , aes(nr') = ars(ãe )

, aes(n2z)-*t(ãu) =,

and the nun.ìerator degree is one less than the degree of the denominator for both rational

functions. The polynomials fi.22 and Íl'1. ca¡t be found by the same method as mentioned

above. The colrstatìt factor of l) is equal to the constant of l?22 divided by the constant of

A€ . If deg(l) ) = l, then the orrly zero of l) is equal to the sunr of zeros of /122 minus

the sumof zeros oçãe . fniris so because when a polynomial sr¡+1 + bnstt+... +ås is

dividedbys,lIo¡1-1stt' l+...+as,thequotientisequaltos + (b,, - a,, _ 1) where å,, is the

negative sum of zeros of the nunrerator polynomial and a.,, _ 1is the negative sum of zeros of

the denorninator polynomiâ1.

{
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The partial fraction expansion in Ecluation (4.i7) may result in a non-positive real

rational functiorr. If both ñ.22 ¡ã and, nX /4 are positive real, then the extra crion of fl'L I €

can be performed. p will be added to ñ,22 1ã to obtuu one rational function. If either one

of the rational functions is not positive real, therrp will be added to the non positive real

rational function. If the addition does not give a positive real rational function, then no

extraction is possible. Extraction can only be performed if both rational functions (after

one rational function has been combined with p) are positive real. Now, if both rational

functions in Equation (4.17) are not positive real, then f) has to be separated into rwo parts

and a part added to each rational function. In order to determine whatportion ofp should

be added to each rational function, the r¡inima of th e real puî of íí22 ¡d and lh / € must

first be evaluated. The method is simila¡ to the bracket function value applied to the real

partof llnld inSection3.5. In that section, the braiket function value is determined by

the sum of the negative minima of the real part of the ratìonal function. In this case, the

same method can be applied by searching for the global negative minimum instead of the

sumof all the negative min\ma, Let Ma be the globai negative minimum of thereal part of

I'1.22 ¡Cl and Mb be the global negative minimum of the real part of ITL / €, then the

extraction can be carried out if the magnitude of the real patt of p ( the constant ofp ) Mp

is greater than or equal to the magnitude of the sum of Ma and Mb. If the above is true, p

can be split, such that

(4.18)

If Mp <lMa + Mbl, then no extraction can be performed.

The remaining problem is the search for l? . For simplícity of noøtion, l1'l l €

¡epresents the extracted rational function and ñ.22f ."p.rrrnr, the remaining rational

J¿

#=lt *,Ç".Mþ*))p I Mb \,, - r'n1
\¡øa+ ¡øhll' e )

.'rf.l*o



frrnction he¡eafter. Since deg(ñ.12) is known to be one less than or equal to both deg(íí¡¡)

and tteg(ñzù, the deg(ñ. ) can be predicted to be

,tee(îT) < dee(ííù + deg(ñzz) - des(d ) (4.1e)

The number of polynonial interpolation points required for the polynornial interpolation of

ñ is aegçñ¡¡ + dee(fi.22) - drs(l) + 1. From Equation (4.13),

If the nunrber of zeros of Í'l'L and ñ22together is still less than the points requir€d, then

ñl at zercs of /11. anð, íí r, = +l at zeros oî m and íi, y 
1

-t -núí,,I
ll I at zeros ot lt =-- e: I at 

"eros 
of /2

(4.20)

(4.21)

provides extra points for the requirement. The polynomtal I'L can be found by polynomial

interpolation with Equations (4.20) and (4.21) as the tools for calculating the abscissa and

o¡dinate points. For a successful extraction of /11, l€ ,m/e represents a series

impedance at port 2 if T is an open-circuit impedance :matrix Z. On the other hand, lll / €

represents a shunt admittance at port 2 if T is a shorrcircuit admittance matrix Y. They are

shown in the following Figure 4.3.

z =ntl€

2

=nxle
2',

Figure 4.3 : Extraction in Port 2 fo¡ Z and Y

I

-----Y------
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The realization of z and y in the above figure may result in a high order subnetwork

depending on the degree of € ; the higher the degree the higher the order of the

subnetwork. Examples are given in the next chapter.

4.3.2 SYNTHESIS WITH NO COMMON FACTOR

For a given immitance maûix T' where there is no commo¡t factor among all entries

(including t't ),T can still be decomposed into T" and T¡ if both of them are positive real.

This may correspond to a transmission zeto (zero of Z12) at infrnity or to a constant shunl

o¡ series element. The decomposition of T is of the fotm

(4.22)

(4.23)

where h is a positive constant fo¡ both equations above. There is anothe¡ possible

decomposition coresponding to a transtnission zero at infilìity. The discussion of this case

is given later in this section. Equation (4.22) corresponds to an extractiott of a series

resistor if T is an open-circuit impedance matrix or a shunt resistor if T is a short-circuit

admittance matrix. The required condition is deg(l'|2) is one greater thân or equal to

deg(d). Equation (4.23) is an extractiorl of a series inductor if T is an open-circuit

impedance matrix or a shunt capacitor if T is a sho¡t-circuit admittance matrix. The

required condition is dee!'tzù - de gld¡ = 1. Since alarge h may cause the remaining

maÍix Ta to be non positive real, criteria have to be set up for the evaluation of å. First, it

would be convenient if the maximurn uulue, h', of å is known so that any exfaction \¡/ith

a value of å smaller than h' gruront""" that To is positive real. Second, it would be ideal

r=Llíí,,ñ',1*[o o l
dLíí,"ñrrJ Lo hJ

,=+ [ø" rt,,]*l o o l
d líínñz) L o /z sl
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if there exists 
^r 

h" 1<h'¡ which gives common factor(s) among íi22, íi'p and ñ . ritis

means that synthesis with a common factor is possible. The decomposition of Ecluation

(4.22) and (4.23) share the following characteristics:

d=d

íí¡1 = I'I'71

ñn = t'In

(4.24)

(4.2s)

(4.26)

For Equation (4.22),

íízz =lxzz-hd' (4.27)

and for Equatiorr (4.23),

ñ.zz =nzz-htd. (4.28)

The extraction of å, Ecluation (4.22), lrom the port 2 of T, leaves /L¡,1t12 and d'

unchanged. T¡ is positive re alif his a positive number. fi'22 is the only entry which may

affect the positive real status of To. Since h is a real nunber, the extraction of å shifts the

whole Re (222\ cttwe down. Applying Equation (3.28) to T" yields

(4.2e)

By substituting Equation (4.24) to (4.26) and applying the idea mentioned above to

Equation (4.29) leads to

^'(?)-"(?) (*(Ë)Y " v0,



*(+)(*?o) n) (-'(#))"'

Ec¡.ration (4.30) is rewritten as

V a-r

(4.30)

(4.3 r)

Vø

I llzz\*"\;)_

Thus, å' is defined as follows:

W,,

å' =Minimum (-"{-o)
W)withrespecttoø 

(4.32)

Since an analytical technique for obtaining å'is complicated, a practical search technique is

developed for h'. The whole a; range is red¡awn in tangent scale fiom 0 to n/2. Then it

is divided into 50 sections. The function values of Ecluation (4.32) are obtained by

substituting the corresponding ø values frorn point 0 to point 49. Since the last point

corresponds to úo = oo , the function value has to be found by obtaining its limiting or

asynrptotic value at oo, This value at oo fo¡ the whole function can be obtained by

calculating tlre limiting or asymptotic values of t't22 / d. , nn / d and I1,n / d, separately

and substituting these three values into the whole function. In fact, the method of

calculatirrg all these thrce vahres is the same. Let fll be one of the three polynomials l?11,

I'1.22 or l'Lp. If ctegØX) = ¿e|(d), then the limiting value of Re (nl ld) equals the

constant factor o f nX (d is mo¡ic). If deg(hX) = deg(d) + i, then the ¡ational funcrion can

be treated as the sum of a first degree polynomial and a rational function with numerator

degree one less than ¿e¡(d). fneasymproric value ofR¿ (m / d) equals -cze if the first

degree polynomial is c(s - zg). This is because the ¡ational function value vanishes at oo



when the numerator degree is lower than the denominator degree and the first degree term

of the polynomial does not belong to the Re (t'11, I d). Once the limiting or asymptotic

value for the whole function is found, it will be compared with the 50 ( 0 to 49 ) function

values to determine the smallest function vaìue. If al¡ is the point with the smallest function

value, then the Golden Section Search will be applied to the sectiorl within interval[ar¡- 1,

@i+ll to determine the minimum, h'. ff oXgives the smallest function value, the Golden

Secrion Search will be applied to the interval between o¡ and a;1 to determine h'. n th"

lirniting or asymptotic value at inf,rnity is the smallest function value, then]L-is h'.

Similarly, the extraction of fts, Equation (4.23), gives positive real Tb as long as

h> O . lnorder to find the largest h (h\, su"U. that Ta is still positive real, an alternative

more practical scheme is given by Van Valkenburg [16] namely the residue condition is

used fo¡ the positive realness ofT¡. Since the extraction of fts refe¡s to apole at infinity,

the residue condition for T at infinity is

KttKzz-K1z>O (4.33)

where K11, K22 aÍdK12 ale the residues of the pole at infinity of the functions tXn I d',

IXzz I d, and, l1e / d. respectively. After the extraction of /2s, the residue condition for T"

has to satisfy Ec¡ration (4.34)

Krr(rcrr-h)-xlr> o (4.34)

and finally

Kt Kzz- K?z , 6
Krt

(4.3s)



so ¿ has to be smaller than or equal to the left hand side of Equation (4.35) in order to keep

Tu positive real. Thus å' is dehned as

For a given T which can be decomposed irr the format of Equation (4.22), there is an h'
(Equation (4.32)) such that Ta and Tb are both positive real if 0 < h < ll'. There may

e*i* u h" which lies within the range of å such that the extraction of /2" cour"* u

common factor among îÍ.zz ,íi and íín. Let Equation (4.2), (4.3), (4.22), (4.24),

(4.25), (4,26) and (4.27) be the given representations and conditions of T. Assume the

divisibility condition holds for To, such that

-^ill1ll22 - Il12l1'21 = I'l' d' (4.37)

With the substitution of Equations (4.24), (4.25), (4.26), (4.27) and (4.3) into Equation

(4.37), polynomial íí isgiven by

fi.=n -hnn (4.38)

Now, assurne there is a common zero zo of íízz, íí and íín, then both Equations (4.27)

and (4.38) are satisfied at 20. Thus

¡, , -Kn Kzz- K?z
Átl

Q4" - hd)1,=,0 =Qt - hn,,)1,=,0=

Reorganizing Equation (4.39) to obtain

(4.36)

(4.3e)

t^l l'l.zz - I'1. Itll5=zs= 
,t. -,rulr=rn

(4.40)



Substituting Equation (4.40) to the left hand side of Eqtration (4.39) yields

(n,,.P:l34ll =o (4.4r)\ '" d - n,, ll, =,0

Any zero(s) of íi tr1= 1212) satisfying Equation (4.41) dete¡mines a common factor.

Now, Equations (4.40), (4.24), (4.25), (4.26), (4.27), (4.38) and (4.3) are evaluated

witlr z¡ equal to a zero of Ø12. Substituting EclLration (4.40) into Equation (4.27) yields

îi.22 = t,r22 (y+1, =,,) 
o

At zo, Equation (4.42) is rewritten as

îí22ç¡¡=(n, P:14.\l\ A - l'111 lls=zo

(4.42)

Reorganizing Equation (4,43) with the st¡bstitution of Ecluation (4.3) at zs yields

- I -n.,"2 \l
tlzzQù = l-;---:-Lll 9.44)\d - r't11ll=ro

Since l?12(29) is equal to zero, then

(4.43)

fizzeù = o (4.4s)

if d!s) + l?11(zs). That is, zo is also a 
"ero 

or íízz. In order to prove zs is also a zero of

ñ , Equation (4.40) is substituted into Equation (4.38). It yields



ñ=,,.(?*1,=,,)o

At 26, Equation (4.46) is rewritten as

ííeù =(n - n22 -Ix d\l
\ cl - tt¡ lls=,0

Reorgauizing Equation (4.47) with the substitution of Equation (4.3) at ze yields

íî (,o) = ¡ --"t" \l
\d - n11llr=rn

(4.46\

(4.47)

(4.48)

Since I'IzQù = 0, then

íí(zù=o (4.49)

it d Qù * t'l.y1\ù. Therefore z0 is shown to be a zero of ñ . Now, the divisibility

condition ofT" (Equation (4.37)) assumed before has to be proved as well. Starting with

the left hand side of Equation (4.37) with the substitution of Ecluations (4 24), (4.25),

(4.26) and (4.27), this yields

íír, ñ,", - îih = nr, (n22 - hd ) - n?z (4.50)

Reorganizing Equation (4.50) with the substitution of Ecluation (4.3) yields

,l t \t'I¡ l'Ì'22 - I'lí2 = A Vl - lX'n ) (4.s1)

Since the second tenn in Equation (4.51) is equal to the right hand side of Equation (4.38),

then



-a t -l'ltt I'Lzz- 1Xí2=A n (4.s2)

The divisibility condition of To is proved. Asaresult, any zero of l?12 satisfies Ecluation

(4.41) corresponding to a value of å lEquation (4.40)) which lies between 0 and å' is

defined as h" . Th. 
"*t 

u"tion of /2 " from T yields a positive real T" with a common factor

in ñzz, ñ and ííp.

Sirnilarly, to extract ¿.t from T (Equation(4.23)) such that both Tu and T5 are positive

real with 0 < h < h' ,it is noted tlìat there may exist a h" whichlies within the range of /2

such that the extraction of å"t 
"uur", 

a comnrorì factor among îí22, ñ' artd ñ12. Since the

derivation of l'1" in this case is simila¡ to the case above, the equation ror h" is stated as

follows without giving a proof.

(4.s3)

Any zero(s) of nr2e l?12) satisfying Equation (4.43) determine a comnron factor among

ñzz, íi andíín.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, there is artother possible extraction

format other than the h and. lU extractiolrs. It is the combination of these two kinds of

extraction. The decomposition of T in this case is of the form

.I (4.s4)

where A and å are positive constants. Equation (4.54) corresponds to an extraction of a

selies sectiorr with a resistor and an inductor in series if T is an open-circuit impedance

matrix or the extraction of a shu¡rt sectioll with a resistor and a capacitor in parallel if T is a

t t t'1.¡.¡ - I'1. I

'Lts=zo 
'(d -/?r)ls=,0

0 0'l
O ar*h)

r - tlíi" íín]
d Lîtnîtzz)

4l



slrort-circuit admittance matrix. The requirement of this kind of extraction is deg(l'|2) =

aegld¡ + 1. Of course, the positive ¡eal condition of the remaining matrix has to be

preserved as well. Now, 1et zo = c + jd be one of the transmission zero(s) of l?12.

Snbstituting zs into l'1.221 d' yields a conrplex number ¿ + jf. If zs corresponds to the

transmission zero of the section just before the section which is to be extractied, then

e + ¡¡ =(alc + ja) + b)

Reorganizin g Ecluation (4.55) yields

b =r-#

!lu-=a r*b+2dd

a =rd

(4.55)

(4.s6)

(4.s7)

(4.s8)

and

If both d and b are positive and the remaining matrix is positive real, then the exh'action is

possible. One exceptional case is when z6 is real. Then partial fraction expansion of

(Lzz I d has to be nsed, such that

Ecluations (4.24), (4.25) and (4.26) still apply in this case and therefore d',/la1,l1'p

remain unchanged after the extra ction,ñ,22 and ñ can be found with the use of the zero-

fìnding routine together with Equation (4.59) and (4.60) respectively.

íí22=11.22 @s+b)d

42
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ñ.=tt-(as+þ)1', (4.60)

When T is an open-circuit irnpedance matrix, 4 is the inductance value and å is the

resistance value; and when T is a short-circuit admittance maüix, 4 is the capacitance valtle

and å is the conductance value.

Irr general, for a given T which has no conlmon factor among all ent¡ies, the degree of

l'122 and d. will be checked first. If they have the same degree, then an h' orrd 11"' lif

possible) extraction for both T and T-l (Z and Y) will be determined. P¡efe¡ence will be

given to the one (T o.'¡'-1) for which an h" extracrion is possible. If both T and T-1

provide a possible h" e*t o"ïion,then judgement is required for the decision. If otúy h'

extraction is possible on both (T and T-l), again the decision depends on judgement. If

the ext¡action is from Z, h' 6, lx" ) corresponds to a series resistance value at port 2.

Sinrilarly, h' ço, h"¡ corresponds to a shunt conductance value at port 2 if the extraction is

fronr Y. If the degree of t't'22 is greater than the degree of d, As + b extraction will be

considered flrst and then h"s urd h" 
"*traction 

will be considered next with preference for

l'L" s exÍaction. If the above fails , h's andå'e*tractio,., will be considered with preference

for lz's extractio n, h"s and, ft I e*traction conesponds to a shunt capacitance value at port

2 if T is a short-circuit admittance matrix. Sirnilally, h", orrd, å 1 e*traction coresponds

to a series inductance value at port 2 ifT is an open-cilcuit inrpedance matrix.
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4.4 PÀRALLBL AND SERIES LADDER STRUCTURE

A given positive real immitance matrix T (Equation (4.2)) with the degree of all four

numerator entries one greater than the degree of the common dellominator can be

deconrposed as

- f K11s K12s l
' lKes K22s)

(4.61)

where K¡ (ij = 1,2) is the leading coefficient (or constant factor) oÍ l'l¡¡ in T or the residue

of tX¡j I Cl ata pole at infinity. Since T is positive real, it r-nust obey the residue condition.

Therefore, T¡ which has the same residues as T at the pole at infinity also obeys the

residue conditio¡Ì and is positive real. T¡ contains only odd parts and thus the even part of

of T is eclual to the even part of Tu, therefo¡e To is also positive ¡eal when T is positive

¡eal. All the elements in the decomposition except d, i."., ñr", îí and ñ'n can be found

by applying the zero-finding algorithm to

r =Llííllíí1,1
d. LILtzI'l.zzJ

íí¡ = 1'l'11 - K1,' d'

ñ'p = t1'p - Kns d'

îí22 = l'122 - Kzzs d'

(4.62)

(4.63)

(4.64)

íi canbe found by using the divisibiliry condition on T" with the substitution of Equations

(4.62), (4.63) and (4.64). Thus it yields

îíd =(nr, - K¡sd.)þ4r- xrr' d)-þtr"- xps dl G.6s)

Reolganizing and simplifying Equation (4.65) gives



íí = tt + szd(x¡ xr,- r?z)- t(txrrxr,+ t'tzzKrt-2tl.eKp) Ø.66)

With the use of Ec¡Lration (4.6q, ñ can be fonnd by polynomial interpolation. The set of

abscissa points a¡e the zeros of t't . deg(ñ ) < cleg]X)i for the case deg(íí ) = deg(t'L), one

extra point is required. s = 0 is chosen as an extra point. The corresponding ordinate

points can be obtained by the substitution of the abscissa points into Ecluation (4.66).

If T is an open-circuit impedance matrix, thetr T" and T¡ (Zs and Z¡) a¡e in a series

connection as in Figr.rre 4.4.

Figure 4.4 : Two-Port Series Connection

The circuit structure of Zb and its circuit element values are shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 : 26 Circuit Structure

On the other hand, if T is a sho¡t-cilcuit admittance matrix, then Tu and T¡, (Y" and Y¡)

are in a parallel connection as shown in Figure 4.6.

2

z'

Figure 4.6 : Two-Polt Parallel Connection

The circuit structure ofY¡ and its circuit element values a¡e shown in Figure 4.7.



) r =K us

Figure 4.7 : Y¡ Circuit Stucture

4.5 CAUER'S PARTIAL FRACTION NETWORK STRUCTURE

For a given positive real immitance matrix T, the requirement for it to be realizable in

Cauer's partial fraction network structure [17] is that the common denominator have no

complex zero (excluding pure irnaginary zeros). This method is only suitable for the

synthesis of two-port ZC, RC and RL networks based on the partial fractiotr expansion of

Z¡,222 and Z¡2. The deconrposition of T yields

T = Tr + T2 1... +Tn (4.67)

n equals to tlìe number of imaginary poles divided by 2 plus the number of ¡eal poles if the

highest degree of the numerator entries in T is one less than the degree of the common

denominator. If this highest degree is equal to ol'higher than the commort denominator

degree, then rt should be larger by the difference in degree plus one. The entries of T¡

(k = 1...n) nrust be in one of the following folms. They are

K t'>

Ktt' '

Kii K,, K::c Ki,i K¡i s or 2K¡i s
s ' r\¡J ' ¡\¡Jr , J +a, , s + r,, - s2 +a2

Let T¡ be represented by

(4.68)

{-lJ,--*- l,Ë-l '.,t-



(4.6e)

where /È is a factor in one of the six fonns in (4.68). Tk must satisfy the residue condition

Ktv,Kzzp- K?zr > 0 (4.70)

to be positive real.

If T is an open-circuit impedance matrix Z, then it is a series two-port structure as

shown in Figure 4.8.

I'

Figure 4.8 : Caue¡'s Series Two-Port Structure

Let Zybe any orìe section in Figure 4.8 and be represented by

2... = ,,1K ttt Kn*l-.lK 
12¡ K22¡) G.7l)

Tu= tolKnt Ktz*)
L L 12k ft22k )

2'
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Zk can be represented by the circuit structure as shown in Figure 4.9 with given circuit

element values.

Kmr..,
Kzx

Figure 4.9 : Z¡ Circuit Structure

If T is a short-oircuit adnrittance matrix Y, then it is a parallel two-pol't stl ucture.

network is as shown in Figure 4.10.

t,. ,, ,,2 \zo,J!J4W\,o
\ ^nk I

Z tz= K zxz t



2'

Figure 4.10 : Cauer's Parallel Two-Port Structure

Let Y¡ be any one section in Figure 4.10 and be represented by

uu= l,olKnt K.tztl
L ^ t2k L22k J

(4.72)

Yk can be represented by the structure as shown in Figure 4.11 wilh the given circuit

element values.

Kr2k.,
Kt*

Figure 4.11 : Y¡ Circuit Structure

Once z¡,1 and z¿2 in Figure 4.7 or y&l arìd y¿2 in Figure 4.9 are known, the

corresponding element values can be found by Table 4.1.

Y *t=K n*Y *
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Table 4.1 : Cilcuit Elenent Table

After the discussion of the three kincls of two-port sfucture, two exanrples are given in

the followiug chapter.



V EXAMPLES AND RESULTS

The first example is based on a set of data from a constructed 6th order two-port

network. The frequency responses of the real and imaginary parts of Z22,Zrt andZnare

shown in Figures 5.1,5.2 and 5.3, respectively.

Re(Zzò
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0.015

0.01 4

0.01 3

o.o12
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0.of 0

-0.004

Figure

0
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Figure 5.2 : Frequenoy Response of the Real and h'naginary Parts of 211
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Figure 5.3 : Frequency Response of the Real and Inraginary Pafis of 212

A 6th orde¡ approximation is found by using the PRMA routine. The approximated

open-circuit impedance matrix parameters are compared with those of the constructed

network. The factors agrees to at least 3 digits. The comparisotr of the ze¡os of the

original and approximat ed. t't 22, l'1.¡, I'|.p, d. and,12 a¡e shown in Tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3,

5.4 and 5.5, respectively.
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Original l'122

Constant= 2.000000e+2 +j 0.000000e+0
Zerofll= -2.724151e+3 +j 0.000000e+0
Zerol2l= '3 .3427 88e+2 +j 6 .46507 6e+2
Zero[3]= -3 .3427 88e+2 - j 6 .46507 6e+2
Zerol4l= -2.05'7 690e+2 +i 1.488447 e+3
Zerc[s]= -2.057 690e+2 - j 1.488447 e+3

Approximated l?22

Constant= 2.001762e+2 +j 0.000000e+0
Zerofl)= -2.1 2681 4e+3 +j 0.000000e+0
Zerol2)= -3.342813e+2 +j 6.464895e+2
Zero[3)= -3.342813e+2 - j 6.464895e+2
zefo[ ]= -2.057 69le+2 +j 1.488444e+3
Zerolíl= -2.057 691,e+2 - j 1.488444e+3

Table 5.1 : Comparison of the Original and the Approxinrated l'I2z

Original /?11

Constar
Zerc[7
Zerol2
Zerol3
Zero[4
Zercl5

¡= 2.000000e+2 +j 0.000000e+0
= -9.401874e+3 +j 0.000000e+0
= -1.660754e+2 +j 6.864617e+2
= -1.6607 54e+2 - j 6.864617 e+2
= -3.07 5457 e+2 +j 1.485095e+3
= -3.075457e+2 -j 1.485095e+3

Approximated 1211

Constar
Zero|
Zerol2
Zerol3
Zero[4
Zero[5

r= 1.995666e+2 +j 0.000000e+0
l= -9.392958e+2 +j 0.000000e+0
l= -1.67 4205e+2 +j 6.873236e+2
= -7.67 4205e+2 - j 6.873236e+2
= -3.075395e+2 +j 1.485125e+3
= -3.01 5395e+2 - j 1.485125e+3

Table 5.2 : Comparison of the Original and the Approximated l?11



Talrle 5.3 : Comparison of the Orìginal and the Approxinnted t,lp

Original lle
Constant= 1.000000e+2 +j
zerofl]= -2.057690e+2 +i
zero[2]= -3.468088e+2 +i
Zerol3l= -3.468088e+2 - i
Zero[ )= -2.057690e+2 n
zetol'l= -2.057690e+2 - i

1.000000e+0
).000000e+0
1.166112e+3
1.166712e+3
1.488447e+3
..488447e+3

Approxinrated /?12

Constant= 1.001375e+2 +j
zerofll= -2.06397 1e+2 +j
Zero[2]= -3.500841e+2 +j
Zerol3l= -3.500841e+2 - i
zerol|l= -2.04377 4e+2 n
zero[s]= -2.04377 4e+2 - j

).000000e+0
).000000e+0
.164890e+3
. 164890e+3
.4871,77e+3
.487177e+3

Otiginald.

Constant= 1.000000e+0 +j0.000000e+0
Zerolll= -2.485208e+3 +i 0.000000e+0
Zerol2)= - 1.348488e+4 +i 0.000000e+0
Zerol3l= -3.47 2856e+2 +i 6.508638e+2
Zerol4l= -3.47 2856e+2 - j 6.508638e+2
Zero[5]= -3.072685e+2 +j 1.484685e+3
zercl6l= -3.072685e+2 - j 1.484685e+3

Approxirnated d
Constant= 1.000000e+0 +j 0.000000e+0
zerolll= -2.487 3O1e+3 +i 0.000000e+0
Zero[2]= -1.349482e+4 +i 0.000000e+0
Zerol3l= -3.47 2886e+2 +i 6.508441 e+2
zerol(l= -3.472886e+2 -j 6.SOAq/]le+Z
Zerc[S]= -3.0727 04e+2 +i 1.484685e+3
zerol6l= -3.072704e+2 - i 1.484685e+3

Table 5.4 : Comparison of the Original and the Approximated d



Qnginal l'l

Constant: 3.000000e+4 +j 0.000000e+0
zero[7]= -1.532311e+2 +j 6.8548 13e+2
Zero[Z)= -7.532311e+2 - j 6.854813e+2
Zero[3)= -2.057 690e+2 +j 7.488447 e+3
zeroL+l= -2.057 690e+2 - j 1.488447 e+3

Approximated l?

Constant= 2.990901e+4 +j 0.000000e+0
Zerofl)= -L545480e+2 +j 6.863453e+2
Zerol2l= -7.545480e+2 - : 6.863453e+2
Zercl3l= -2.057 689e+2 +i 1.488444e+3
Zero[4)= -2.057 689e+2 - j 1.488444e+3

Table 5.4 : Comparison of the Original and the Approximated l?

The frequency responses of all the open-circuit parameters of the approximation are

found to be in very good agreement with the original frequency responses. Therefore, the

frequency responses for the approximation are not shown here,

The synthesis result after simplification is found to have the same structure as the

original constructed two-port. The stlucture is as shown in Figure 5.4. The element

values for both original and synthesized network are shown in Table 5.6 for compar.ison.

All element values are found to be very close to the original design. The frequency

responses of the synthesized netwo¡k were found by a network analysis program

developed by Professor G. O. Martens. The results are also found to be almost identical to

the original frecluency responses.
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Figure 5.4 : Constructed Two-Port SÍucture

Table 5.6 : Element Values for Both Original and Synthesized Network

Original Network Synthesized Network

R1 5.800000e-2 C) 5.782379e-2 Q

Rz L441717e-l Q 1.425510e-l Q

L2 5.432060e-5 H 6.724341e-5 H

v2 1.000000e-2 F 1.O07455e-2 F

R3 5.000000e+0 Q 5.326216e+0 {2

L3 1.000000e-2 F 9.969431e-3 F

R¿ 4.859818e-1 Ç) 4.852056e-1 C)

LÁ, 1.000000e-2 F 7.001224e-2 F

R5 3.292305e-2 Çl 3.292563e-2 Cl

L5 8.000000e-5 H 8.000631e-5 H

Cs 5.536326e-3 F 5.539082e-3 F

R6 1.600000e-2 O L600205e-2 Q
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The frequency responses of the real and irnaginary

existing system a¡e shown on a per unit basis iu Figures 5

parts of Zzz, Ztt and Zp of an

,5, 5.6 and 5.7, respectively.
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5.5 : Frequency Response of the Real and Imaginary Parts of 222
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Figure 5.7 : Frequency Response of the Real and Imaginary Patts of Zp

With the use of the PRMA loutiue, a 6th order apptoximatiotr is found. The zeros of all the

paranteters of the open-circuit inrpedance matrix are shown in Tables 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10

and 5.1 1.



Approximated /?22

Constant= 2.430710e+2 +j 0.000000e+0
Zerolll= -6.953068e+1 +j 0.000000e+0
Zerol2l= -3.3007 07 e+2 +j 9.836914e+2
Zerol3)= -3.3007 07 e+2 - j 9.836914e+2
Zerol4l= -2.177 837 e+2 +i 1.7 34997 e+3
Zerol\l= -2.777 837 e+2 - j 1.734997 e+3

Table 5.7 : The Apptoximated l'122

Approxirnated l?11

Constant= 3.277044e+2 +j 0.000000e+0
Zero[l]= -1.995721e+2 +j 0.000000e+0
Zerol2l= -3.7 02089e+2 +j 7.224399e+3
Zerol3l= -3.702089e+2 - I 1.224399e+3
Zerol{l= -2.054094e+2 +j 1.377685e+3
Zerolíl= -2.054094e+2 - j 1.377 685e+3

Table 5.8 : The Approximated l'111

Approximated l?12

Constant= 2.558156e+2 +j 0.000000e+0
Zerolll= -1.250157 e+2 +j 0.000000e+0
ZerolZl= -3.468088e+2 +j 1.l66ll2e+3
Zero[3]= -3.468088e+2 - j L166112e+3
Zero[ ]= -2.057690e+2 +j L488447e+3
Zero[S]= -2.05'7 690e+2 - j 1.488447 e+3

Table 5.9 : The Approximared l'Le



Approximated d
Constant= 1.000000e+0 +j 0.000000e+0
Zerofll= -2.945823e+2 +j 6.021 1 88e+2
Zerol2l= -2.9 45823e+2 +j 6.021188e+2
Zerol3l= -3.803862e+2 +j L236087 e+3
Zerol4l= -3.803862e+2 - j 1.236087 e+2
zerc[s)= -2.7 86100e+2 +i 2.l6l0l2e+3
Zero[6)= -2.'1 86100e+2 - j 2.161012e+3

Table 5.10 : The Approximated d

Approximated l?

Constant= 7.421380e+4 +j 0.000000e+0
Zero[l]= -3.0547 40e+0 +j 0.000000e+0
Zero[2]= -4.463237 e+2 +j 0.000000e+0
zeto[3]= -2.079934e+2 +j 1.350285e+3
Zerol+l= -2.079934e+2 - j 1.350285e+3

Table 5.1 I : The Approximated /?

The frequency responses of all the approxirnated parameters as compared with the given

data are shown in Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10.
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The inraginary parts of the approximated Z22andZ¡ lag the given ones. This problem can

be corrected by connecting an inductor in series at both ports 1 and 2. The inductor value

can be calculated by the average of the difference divided by the corresponding angular

frequency at all frequencies. The new I'1.22 and l?11 are shown in Tables 5.12 and 5.13,

respectively.



Approximated /?22 After Inductor Adustment

Constant= 4.788981e-5 +j 0.000000e+0
Zero[l]= -5.790360e+1 +j 0.000000e+0
Zero[2]= -3.06187 4e+2 +j 9 .251322e+2
Zero[3]= -3.06187 4e+2 - 1 9.251322e+2
Zerol+l= -2.620387 e+2 +j 1.558353e+3
Zero[S]= -2.62038'1 e+2 - j 1.558353e+3
Zerol6l='3.564004e+2 +i 2.886822e+3
zerolTl= -3.564004e+2 - j 2.886822e+3

Table 5.7 : The Approxirnateð 1122 After Inductor Adnstment

Approximated l?11 After Inductor Adustment

Constant= 1.265744e-4 +j 0.000000e+0
ZerolTl= -1.452123e+2 +j 0.000000e+0
Zerol2l= -2.1537 31e+2 +j 9.77 0296e+2
zero[3)= -2.153731e+2 - j 9.770296e+2
zerc[ ]= -3.1 58454e+2 +i 1.241006e+3
Zero[S]= -3.'1 58454e+2 - i 1.241006e+3
zero[6]= -2.897 537 e+2 +i 2.57 4456e+3
zerolTl= -2.897 537 e+2 - j 2.57 4456e+3

Table 5.8 : The Approximated l'1.¡ After Inductor Adustment

The frequency responses of 222 and Z¡1 after the addition of a series inductor a¡e also

shown irr Figures 5.8 and 5.9 for cornparisou. The approximation of 222 gives a very

accurate result. Although the accuracy of 211 and Z9 is not as good as that of 222, they

are the best approximation that could be found.

The synthesis of the apploximatiolt gives a network solution as shown in Figule 5.11

with the inductor adjustment included at both the ports. The value of the elements of this

network are shown in Table 5.14. The frecluency responses of this tìetwo¡k were found by

a network analysis program developed by Professor G. O. Martens and the results are

found to be almost identical to the coresponding frequency responses of the approximated

network, Therefore, the frecluency responses of the realization result a¡e not shown here.



Element Value (p.u.) Element Value (p.u.)

Ro 3.589432e-1 L¿t 3.691055e-5

Lt 1.265'744e-4 R¿¡ 2.094254e-2

L2 4.78898 ie-5 114 8.196309e- 1

Ctt 1.710706e-2 Lst 1.921283e-4

Cn 4.114025e-3 .i?: I 6.726168e-4

nl 1.052432e+0 n5 1..957552e+0

Lzz 6.105604e-5 Rel 2.7'75308e-1

n2 1.280315e+0 Rsz 1.859966e+0

Cy LI'l5866e-2 n6 1.420755e+0

R:l 1.O94777e-2

n3 2.408272e-1

Table 5.14 : Network Element Vahles



t''-=

Cgr Rsr

Lqt Rü

Figure 5.11 : Realization Solution
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VI CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis a positive real matrix approxirnation algorithm and a two-port realization

procedure which can handle three kinds of network structures has been developed and

implemented irr the Pascal language. The positive real matrix approximation algorithm is

especially designed for a low order approximation of a high order two-port ac system. The

advantages of this algorithm are the following : 1) It is theoretically valid, 2) It always

gives a realizable mah'ix, 3) A lower order will be obtained if possible, 4) Optimization is

used only where necessary, 5) It gives a very accurate fit for the real part of one of the

driving-point impedances of the open-circuit impedance matrix, and 6) Weighting of the

objective function is possible in order to improve the fit of the desired Z¡¡ at the important

points. One constructed example and one practical example (with data frorn an actual

system) have been used to test the program. The positive real matrix approximation

algorithm gives a very accurate result on the constructed example. For the practical

example, it gives a very accurate fit on the real part of 222. The fit of the imaginary part of

222 is also very accurate after the addition of a series inductor at port 2. The frequency

response of the realized network and that obtained f¡om the approximation result are very

close.

It is recommended that the addition of more complex se¡ies reactance networks should

be investigated in the future in order to improve the fit of the imaginary parts of211 and

Zzz. A more general two-port realization procedure should be developed in the future

which can handle other types of network structu¡es as well.
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APPENDIX A

DIVISIBILITY PROPERTY

For a given two-po¡t network as shown in Figure A. 1,

Figure 4.1 : A Two-Po¡t Network

a set of loop equatiorìs carì be written as Equation (1\.1) with the cur¡ellts at the ports /l and

12, and other loop cunents within the two-port Iy I¿, .....,1,, as the dependent variables.

The independent variables are the voltages Vy and l/2, which are taken to be voltage

sotìrces.

Ztt
z?.,

z,r1

l,') lY;)

(,A.1)

(4.2)

IYr I
=lrl
l¿l

7,u ltt

:

:
7

[1r

l,t
I 

',,

Solviug for 11 and 12 yields

Àlr Azr

atz Ãzz

where À is the determinant of the loop ir,rpedance matrix and Á¡ is the ryth cofactor

detemrinant of the loop inrpedance matdx. For a two-polt which contains only -Rs, Ls, Cs

TWO-PORT

NETWORK



and ideal transfonrers, Â and Á¡ will be in the form of a sum of products of terms of the

type (sf, + R + I/sC) [18]. Thus the¡e is a minimum inÍeger m such that

^ii=':!!=A (A.3)Á s"'Â d

is a ratio of polynomials.

A detemrinantal identity [19] states the following:

L Anbr¿ = Lab\cd - Lad\cb (4.4)

where Ao¿ is the detemrinant obtained by deleting row ¿ and column å, a ald c are any two

rows and b and d are any two columns, and A, Lo6,"¿ is the determinant obtained by

deleting rows a, c and columns å, d.

Now, from the cleterminantal identity, Equation (4.5) is obtained :

stn( sti\T¡,22 = snt|t$tn\22 - sm|psm|2l (4.5)

Using Equation (4.3) and Equation (4.5) and defining polynomial l? to be equal to

s',Att,z2, the divisibility propelty is obtained:

l't'¡l't'22 - t'l et'1.21 = 11' Cl (4.6)

The divisibility property may be destloyed if cancellations between all numerators

(ij = 1,2) and the denor¡inator ale made. Therefo¡e srìppose that

d = P¡t2

'16

(4.7)



and that 1r1 divides l'L1l'122 - l'Lpl'l'21' t.e.

p ¡I'I = 11.¡l'1.22 - l'Lpl'121

but /2 does not divide I'In|'l.zz - IXnl'l'zt

Introduceacommonfactorl)2,i.e.leríì¡¡=11¡¡Pz,ii=1,2,andd'=p2d=¡l|¡11.

Now

ñrrñr, - íìníìzt = p3 (nr¡tr, - Ixptx2t) = Ixd (4.9)

ì^
i.e. d divicles l'1111L22 - tl pl'1.2¡. In other words, the cancelled factor has been ¡estored.

(4.8)



APPENDIX B

THE SIMPLEX MBTHOD

In an n - dimensional space, the geornetric figure formed by n + 1 points is a "simplex'.

Thus, the sirnplex for a one-dimensiorral space is a line, fo¡ a two-dimensional space is a

triangle and for a three-dimerlsional space is a tetrahedron, etc.

The simplex method is basically to compâre the objective function values at all r + I

ve¡tices with the vahre at a new proposetl replacetrent vertex. In each ite¡ation, the new

proposed vertex will replace one of the ¡, + 1 vertices, i.e. the one which has the highest

objective function value if the objective function value of the new proposed vertex is lower

than any objective function value of those n + 1 vertices. lf the above condition is not true,

it will be considered as a special case which will be mentioned later. The replacement of

vertices moves the simplex to\Ã'ards a minimum gradually during the iterative process. This

movement of the simplex is contributed to by four basic operations known as reflection,

contlaction, expansion and shrink.

i) Reflection. The main purpose of reflection is to generate a new proposed vertex. Let

{Xl, Xz, ...., X,+r} be the set of vettices and X¡, be the vertex corresponding to the

highest objective function value. The new proposed Ìeflectioll vertex X, is defined as

X¡=(1+d,)Xo-aX"

where Xo is the centroid of all vertices excluding X¡, , i.e.

(8.1)

(8.2)

and ø > 0 is the reflection coefficient such that

¡+1
xo=å I x'
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Thus X¡ lies between X¡ and Xr. A two-dimensional example

where {X1, X2, X.J is the set of vertices.

Figure 8.1 : Reflection Operation

If the objective function value of X,,f(X,), is lowe¡ than anyone member in [/(Xr),

f(Xù, f(X¡)l, then {X1, X2, X,) is the new simplex. However, if/(X') is greater than

or ec1ual to/(X,,), then tlìe contlaction operation, which will be meutiolted later, should be

considered. This is because if the¡e is no advantage in replacing X,¡, by X', the

convergence of the simplex method is not guaranteed.

ii) Expansion. If/(X.) is lower than the lowest objective function value of all vertices, it is

logical to predict the minimum is in the dilection X¡ to X,. The idea of expansion is to

expand X/ to â new point X¿ such that

X"=yX,+ (l-y)Xo (8.4)

where

^. Distance bebveenX,andXo
- Distance bctween XnandXo

^, _ D istance between X" a nd X s
I - Distance benueenX, andXç

(8.3)

is shown in Figure 8.1
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yis the expansion coefficient and must be greater than 1. Ifl(X) </(X') <fXi'), then

X¡, is replaced by X,. If/(X") >/(X'), then X¡, is replaced by X'.

iii) Contraction. For the case of /(X,) >"f(X¡), it is likely that X, is too far from Xe.

Therefore, a new contraction point X" is found by the following equation.

X"= pXh + (1 - B)X¡

B is the contraction coefficient (0 < B < 1) and is defined as

(8.6)

Distance between X, andXo
D istance between Xn andX o

(8.7)

Ifl(Xc) <fXr,), then X¡ is replaced by X". However, ifl(X") >"f(X¡), then the shrink

process has to be considered.

iv) Shrink. If there is no improvement on the objective function value ou Xa, a new

simplex has to be form by replacing all ve¡tices (except the one with the lowest objective

function value, X,) with

x,=(x¿ixJ, i+ s, i= 7,..,, (8.8)

The shrink process is very useful especially when X" is very close to the minimum but all

other vertices are far from the minimum.

In general, reflection is the n.rain process of the simplex method. Expansion is a

process which looks for further inrprovement from the reliection. Contraction and shrink

are used when no implovement is found. The¡e is more than olre exit crite¡ion that can be

set up for the sinrplex method. It conpletely clepends on the application. Two common
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criteria are the nomt of the difference between the objective function value and the given

data, and the number of iterations.


